The operational reliability studies of equipments from the hydroelectric power plant (HPP) are indispensable for obtaining adequate volume and statistical data on the bases of which to be established the values of reliability indicators and an optimal policy of maintenance. The paper presents the results from the case study regarding the operational reliability indicators evaluation of hydro-generator groups from HPP Tileagd and their equipments.
INTRODUCTION
Operational reliability (exploited) it is determined in real conditions of function. Studies on operational reliability of subsystems from HPP (hydro power plant) structure are essential in purpose to obtain volume and credibility statistic data adequate on which to establish the values of the indicators of reliability and an optimum politic on maintenance. Based a statistic data, obtained by auditing the equipment during exploit, there are three randomized variable, as:
▪ Lifetime (LT), representing the lifetime between successive falls; ▪ Maintenance correcting time (MCT), representing the time during defection; ▪ Number of failures per year (NF).
After the registration of statistic data, based on auditing the equipment during exploit, it goes on to working and interpreting the data with the purpose of a estimation on reliability (the type of distribution functions, distribution parameters). Auditing the equipment during exploit from HPP we obtain the values of randomized variable LT and MCT.
THE OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY INDICATORS EVALUATION OF THE HYDRO-GENERATOR GROUPS FROM HPP TILEAGD
The hydro-generator groups (HGG) can be interpreted as technical complex systems, compound of several subsystems. In the view of the operational reliability evaluation it is necessary to know the technological structure until the level of reliability analysis, the subsystems and their components functioning.
To evaluate the operational reliability indicators of HGG Tileagd the analysis has been detailed until the level of the next subsystems; 
THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS TESTING FOR RANDOMIZED VARIABLES LT AND MCT
On the basis of statistic data, the tested distribution functions for randomized variables LT and MCT are exponential, Weibull and normal. For this purpose it has ben used the calculation program "FRVA" [2] . The figures 7, 8 indicate the graphical form of the reliability functions, respectively maintainability functions (empiric and modeled through theoretical distribution, for HGG Tileagd. 
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The analytic expressions of the reliability, respectively maintainability functions, for hydrogenerator groups and their subsystems, are presented in table 1. 
